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PUBLICATION DESIGN 
Essence Of Green
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About the project

Designed a book called “Essence of green” about Plants and their 
maintenance guide. 

This book was made to make the young generation more aware and 
conscious of nature by taking care of the plants regularly using the given 
instructions and also know about facts & uses of different plants. The 
target audience were plant enthusiast, botanists, young generation. It 
is high time that we all be more conscious of nature to save our planet 
from future consequences. This book sheds light on the daily care and 
needs of a particular plant and also mentions the proper steps to start 
your plantation journey.



Book Specifications
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Moodboard



Front cover

Back cover
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Back cover

Chapter divider page



Chapter pages
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UI-UX APPLICATION DESIGN 
Liveseeds Application
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About the project

Plant enthusiasts or persons who enjoy spending time in nature who 
want to begin their new plantation journey confront numerous challenges 
in sustaining their regular plant care routine. They struggle with issues 
such as failing to water on time, fertilize, clean, or the plant getting 
infected and not knowing how to treat it.

To address these issues, I created the following app: “LiveSeeds”

Liveseeds is a mobile application intended to help you with your daily 
plant care routines and also general plant knowledge. 

Liveseeds identifies infection in your plant and aids in the diagnosis and 
treatment of diseases. It also gives you plant information and directs 
you to the nearest nurseries. You can also discover new plant-growing 
techniques and gain points each time you complete a task. It also has a 
feature where you can add your plants and it will remind you to water and 
care about them on a regular basis.



Style guide

Fonts

Logo

Colors
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Buttons

Icons Illustrations



Process from paper wireframe to final screen
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Process from paper wireframe to final screen
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IDENTITY DESIGN 
Monogram Logo Design
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About the project

Choose a partner, make a list of attributes to depict them and 
then choose one to represent it. So, the attribute identified was 
“Straightforward”. Using the partner’s initials which is ‘NB’, created a 
monogram that symbolizes the desired quality. 

The monogram was created to represent Navya Baheti’s personality 
attribute of ‘Straightforward’. The close vicinity of letters, colors, and 
typography, as well as the figure and ground formed in the initials ‘NB,’ 
highlight this feature. Also the thickness, weight and colour of each 
alphabet plays an important role.
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Final logo in black & white



Color explorations

Final logo with colors
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Visiting card



Stationery
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Merchandise 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 
Details
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About the project

Clicked some photographs in the streets of old city, ahemdabad.
The subject of photography was ‘DETAILS’.
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05
ILLUSTRATION DESIGN
Clouds And Waves
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About the project

Designed cover illustration for a book on the poem ‘Clouds and waves’ by 
Rabindranath Tagore.

Target Audience: Young childrens and new parents

Took an different approach towards the poem, designed the cover 
keeping in mind how creative a kid’s mind can be. A kid can have the 
wildest possible imagination of clouds on the earth and water in the sky, 
applied the same ideology in the illustrations.
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06
BRAND COMMUNICATION
Monkey Fries
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About the project

Monkey fries is a finger food brand which sells many different flavors of 
loaded french fries. Finger foods are small, individual portions of food 
that are eaten out of hand. It markets itself as a one-stop station for all 
your fried cravings like french fries.

We rebranded monkey fries to increase brand recall value and to make 
the brand stand out in comparison with other competitors.

Rebranded to create
Brand personality - Mischievous & Quirky
Toen of voice - Hangry, quirky, mischiveous & upbeat
USP - Variety of fries and flavors



Logo design

OLD NEW
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Character sketches

Color explorations



Different variations for different flavors of fries

Patterns explorations

Mexican Non VegExotic CheesyHot & Spicy Desi
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Social media posts



Social media stories
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Social media grid




